Specific differences among grammars which contribute to this apparent disparateness of analysis include the treatmeat of punctuation as independent tokens or, on the other hand, as parasites on the words to which they attach in writing; the recursive attachment of auxiliary elements to the right of Verb Phrase nodes, versus their incorporation there en bloc; the grouping of pre-infinitiva,1 "to" either with the main verb alone or with the entire Verb Phrase that it intro(luces; and the employment or non-employment of "null nodes" as a device in the grammar; as well as 306 other differences. Despite the seeming intractability of this problem, it appears to us that a solution to it is now at hand. We propose an evaluation procedure with these characteristics: it judges a parse based only on the constituent boundaries it stipulates (and not the names it assigns to these constituents); it compares the parse to a "hand-parse" of the same sentence from the University of Pennsylvania Treebank; and it yields two principal measures for each parse submitted.
The procedure has three steps. For each parse to be evaluated: (1) erase from the fully-parsed sentence all instances of: auxiliaries, "not", pre-infinitival "to", null categories, possessive endings (% and '), and all word-external punctuation (e.g. " . , ;-); (2) recursively erase all parenthesis pairs enclosing either a single constituent or word, or nothing at all; (3) compute goodness scores (Crossing Parentheses, and Recall) for the input parse, by comparing it to a similarlyreduced version of the Penn Treebank parse of the same sentence.
For example, for the Brown Corpus sentence: Miss Xydis was best when she did not need to be too probing, consider the candidate parse: (S(NP-s(PNP(PNP Miss) (PNP Xydis))) (VP(VPAST was) (ADJP(ADJ best))) (S(COMP(WIIADVP(WI[ADV when))) (ie-s (PRO she)) (VP ((VPAST did) (NEG ,tot) (V need)) (VP((X to) (V be)) (ADJP(ADV too) (ADJ probing))))))(?(FIN .)) After step-one erasures, this becomes: (S(NP-s(PNP(PNP Miss) (PNP Xydis))) (VP(VPAST was) (ADJP(ADJ best))) (S(COMP(WIIADVP(WIIADV wheu))) (NP-s (PRO she)) (VP((VPAST) (NEG) (V need)) (VP((X) (V be)) (ADJP(ADV too) (ADJ probing)))))) (?(FIN)) And after step-two erasures: (S(NP-s Miss Xydis) (VP was best) (S when she (VP need (V be (ADJP too probing))))) The Uuiversity of Pennsylvania Treebank output for this sentence, after steps one and two have been applied to it, is: (S(NP Miss Xydis) (VP was best (SBAR when (S she (VP need (VP be (ADJP too probing)))))))
Step three consists of comparing the candidate parse to the treebank parse and deriving two scores:
(1) The Crossing Parentheses score is the number of times the treebank has a parenthesization such as, say, (A (B C)) and the parse being evaluated has a parenthesization for the same input of ((A B) C)), i.e. there are parentheses which "cross". (2) The Recall score is the number of parenthesis pairs in the intersection of tlle candidate and treebank parses (T intersection C) divided by the number of parenthesis pairs in the treebank parse T, viz. (T intersection C) / T. This score provides an additional measure of the degree of fit between the standard and tile candidate parses; in theory a RecMl of 1 certifies a candidate parse as including all constituent boundaries that are essential to the analysis of the input sentence. We applie d this metric to 14 sentences selected from the Brown Corpus and analyzed by each of the grammarians named above in the manner that each wished his/her grammar to do. Instead of using the UPenn Treebank as a standard, we used the automaticMly computed "majority parse" of each sentence obtained from the set of candidate parses themselves. The average Crossing Parentheses rate over all our grammars was .4%, with a corresponding Recall score of 94%. We have agreed on three additionM categories of systematic alteration to our input parses which we believe will significantly improve the correlation between our "ideal parses", i.e. our individuM goals, and our standard. Even at the current level of fit, we feel comfortable Mlowing one of our number, the UPenn parse, to serve as the standard parse, since, crucially, it. is produced by hand. Our intention is to apply the current metric to more Brown Corpus data "ideally parsed" by us, and then to employ it to measure the performance of our grammars, run automatically, on a 1)enchma.rk set of sentences. 
APPENDIX: EVALUATION PROCEDURE FOR COMPUTER ENGLISH GRAMMARS

"(((I)) ((see) ((Ed))))" (2)
(NP I) (VP (V studied) (NP (N law)) (PP 0))))
NOTA BENE -• (NP (DET The) (N lawyer ) (S-REL (PP (P with) (NP whom) )
(NP I) (VP (V studied) (NP (N law)) (PP ) ) ))
